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Batting Averages for
Signal Maintainers on M. P.
IGNAL performance records are compiled on every
S
railroad equipped with automatic block signals, and
while these records undoubtedly lead to better signal
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Bottom-Checking insulation resistance of dwarf signal
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performance, the Missouri Pacific, in an effort to stimulate rivalry between the signalmen on a division and also
between the respective divisions of the system, has
established what is known as the Missouri Pacific Railroad Signal Performance League. Each of the seven
divisions of the road equipped with automatic signals
constitutes a team in this league. Every signalman on
a division is a member of the team, the number of players varying with the number of signalmen on the
division. All delays to trains at signals, which are
caused by other than broken rail, train in the block,
open switches or other interruptions which are creditable to the signal installation, are charged against the
signalman who is maintaining the particular territory,
In computing the "batting averages," the number of
train delays is divided by the number of signals on the
territory. A perfect record for a month would be 1.000.
If a signalman has 40 signals on his territory and encounters one train delay which is of a non-creditable
nature. his "batting average" drops to 0.975. If his
record is clear the following month, his rating goes up
accordingly. These percentage ratings are carried from
January 1 of each year. In computing the division
averages, the total number of signals on the respective
divisions are used. Thus there is no partiality shown
as between divisions even though some have considerably more signaling than others.
.
The individuals holding perfect scores are listed in
each monthly report issued by the signal engineer who
acts as "official scorer." The performance league is
striving for a 1929 goal of 50,000 signal operations per
failure. Thus far, the record indicates that there have
been 47,982 operations per failure. In June of this year
however, there were 76,585 operations per failure.

